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Jiri Proch, PhD, Tulln/Austria
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"Walser Matrices are the second greatest achievement after the invention of the wheel. As the chief
purchaser of the Lower Austrian Regional Health Insurance I've searched really long, but there is
nothing that comes close to it on the whole market: Ideal points of contact, very good anatomy and
sensational quickness. A very important point especially with children. I recommend Walser Matrices to
all physicians who settle down with a private clinic, too.”
Steffen Leichsenring, Hainichen/Germany
"I use Walser Matrices because an incredibly good point of contact can be established with them
interdentally."
Richard R Pence DDS, MAGD, Denver/USA
“Walser Matrices are a wonderful, time-saving invention for me!
I have been using the "X-shape" Walser Matrix for years, after seeing it at a dental meeting. It saves so
much time when restoring adjacent composite restorations. I did not realize that the other shapes were
available for MOD and terminal tooth fillings, so I have just ordered a kit to use more of these clever
matrices. This system should be taught in Dental Schools!"
Oliver Kohl, Dinslaken/Germany
"Dear Sirs, when your employee, Mrs. Katja Wieczorek, demonstrated the Walser Matrices at the dental
fair in Düsseldorf, initially I was very sceptic, because actually I was looking for another type of matrix
system.
To begin with, I decided to start with the assortment of 10. I have already made some fillings with your
system and I am fascinated with the quick and simple handling. I have never thought that it could be so
easy to make a filling with a perfect contact point. A wedge was barely required until now.
Since then, no patient has complained about gingival problems any more. To be honest, I am angry with
myself since I didn’t buy the assortment of 25 immediately.
Many thanks.”
Richard Turner, DDS, Gray/USA
"Sure, I can vouch for the fact that Walser Matrices are a huge time saver, whether restoring individual
teeth, or restoring quadrants at a time! They are easily placed and removed in one step, often not
requiring wedges due to the spring pressure. I reach for them daily."
Prof Dr Unmesh Khanvilkar University Navi Mumbai/India
"It's a amazing Walser system, not only me but my students love it and patients like it. After using this I
really feel my investment in this system was really worth. All my cases got a perfect contact restorations
and I am able to finish cases in half of time compared to other matrix systems."
Andre D. Bergh, BDS, Witwatersrand/UK
"I have been doing posterior composites for many years now and have tried numerous sectional matrix
systems, non really that easy to use. At IDS March 2013 I discovered the Walser Matrix system. 25
different matrices, all handmade, very thin bands and spring loaded. They are quick and easy to apply
giving an excellent contact. Other systems had me wedging all the time, now I rarely need to wedge
thanks to the spring loading. I have used them for a year now, they last. One of my favourite pieces of
equipment. There is a specialized matrix for a specific purpose. I can now do 2 adjacent composites
with 1 matrix band thanks to the X-shaped matrix."
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Niels Herholz, DDS, Kiel/Germany
“Tried everything out, but Walser Matrices is the best system. I must seldomly use wedges.”
Mohammad Hajarat, Gosford/Australia
I have been using Walser Matrix bands for 4 years. It is the single best matrix system around. It gives
optimal proximal contour for the filling, optimal contacts, whether with an adjacent filling or adjacent
tooth surface. The x-matrix saves a lot of time and gives me best contact between adjacent fillings. Use
it once and you will never look back.
Nina Hartmann, DDS, Darmstadt/Germany
"I met the Walser Matrices first at the handing over by the predecessor of my clinic and thought: There's
nothing else at all so stunning! Approximal points perfectly without reworking by 90 percent! They are
easy to place, with the X-form you can put adjacent fillings. For each filling there is a suitable matrix,
such as the No. 10c for single deep caries. So I have a tray with the complete system of all the
matrices in every treatment room!"
Bronislava Jakovkin, diploma-stomatologist, Kiel/Germany
„Best matrix system ever.“
Tom C. Schwartzkopff, DDS, Uetersen/Germany
"With the Walser Matrices it is very easy to design the optimal approximal point. They keep tightly on
the tooth and thus they are suitable for the use of composites and advanced materials, while other
sectional matrix systems sometimes fail by high tamping pressure. They are easy to apply and wear out
very little. Moreover, you can work up Walser Matrices very easy and use it for a very long time.”
Mohamad Jacobs, DDS, Düsseldorf/Germany
"With Walser matrices one achieves top results in all situations without a lot of rework. Whether MOD,
especially deep caries or caries under gums: regardless of the tooth shape you always have exactly the
right matrix. Particularly I’m excited about the X-form: occlusal-distal and mesial-occlusal really great
fillings in only one appointment. The contact point is controlled perfectly with only one wooden wedge something that isn’t achieved by any other system. And the longtime using of every single matrix comes
in addition."
Carola Urwantschky, PhD, Neu-Ulm/Germany
"I am extremely enthusiastic about Walser Matrices. The simple handling, the good adaptation to the
tooth. I also rarely need wooden wedges, the good shaping of the contact point by the matrix is
essential for me.
The cotton roll holder is also fantastic, the tongue does not do what she wants there. Papilla bleedings
rarely happen and through this that the matrix seals up with sliding at once, it does not come to bleeding
into the cavity. Since I use Walser matrices, I am always surprised why there are still other systems at
all."
Christine Albinger-Voigt, DDS, GZM, Bad Homburg/Germany
"Walser Matrices are placed very fast, not the slightest comparison with the systems with the wedge
included. The matrix is already on the tooth very well by itself and provides a good contact point. One
very seldom needs wedges there. It holds the cotton rolls tight, where I need them, this is a very
pleasant thing."
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